Spring time waltz

Arranged by
JACK MASON

Violin A-B-C

Bright Waltz Tempo—(Much Faster than average Waltz)

Swing time, swing time. Musical guys have crowned it.

Sing up to their eyes. They're drowned in swing time, swing time.

Time. Pick yourself up. Dust yourself off. And then let's swing!
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Spring time waltz.

Violin A-B-C

Bright Waltz Tempo—(Much faster than average Waltz.)

Swing time, swing time, Musical guys—have crowned it.

King Up to their eyes—They're drowned in Swing time, swing time.

Pick yourself up... Dust yourself off;—And then LET'S SWING!
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THE WALTZ IN SWING TIME

WALTZ

From the RKO Astaire-Rogers Picture "SWING TIME"